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Today is Reformation Sunday. Whenever I write a Reformation sermon, I plan to focus on the ways the 
church continues to reform. That is still the main focus of my message today, but before I get to that, I 
feel compelled to say something about our church’s past and the damaging effects the Church has been 
complicit in.  
 
I imagine that many of you have seen the images from the Los Angeles area this week, hateful signs 
hung over freeway overpasses expounding antisemitism at it’s most explicit. Looking back, it was this 
week, four years ago, when a gunman opened fire in a Pittsburgh synagogue, killing eleven people and 
wounding six.  
 
The reason I feel the need to say this and bring this story up is because our namesake, Martin Luther, 
wrote some horrifically antisemitic things, especially the words found in his treatise, “On the Jews and 
Their Lies.” These words stoked oppression and violence against Jewish people and were heralded by 
Hitler and Nazis as some of the justification for genocide. The Lutheran church in Germany, for the 
most part, did not resist and in many cases embraced the Nazi ideology. 
 
This is part of our heritage and we can’t ignore it. In 1994, the ELCA issued a statement regarding this 
unflattering aspect of our past. It reads, in part: 

 
“The Lutheran communion of faith is linked by name and heritage to the memory of Martin 
Luther, teacher and reformer. Honoring his name in our own, we recall his bold stand for truth, 
his earthy and sublime words of wisdom, and above all his witness to God's saving Word. 
Luther proclaimed a gospel for people as we really are, bidding us to trust a grace sufficient to 
reach our deepest shames and address the most tragic truths. 
 
In the spirit of that truth-telling, we who bear his name and heritage must with pain 
acknowledge also Luther's anti-Judaic diatribes and the violent recommendations of his later 
writings against the Jews. As did many of Luther's own companions in the sixteenth century, we 
reject this violent invective, and yet more do we express our deep and abiding sorrow over its 
tragic effects on subsequent generations. In concert with the Lutheran World Federation, we 
particularly deplore the appropriation of Luther's words by modern anti-Semites for the teaching 
of hatred toward Judaism or toward the Jewish people in our day. 
 
Grieving the complicity of our own tradition within this history of hatred, moreover, we express 
our urgent desire to live out our faith in Jesus Christ with love and respect for the Jewish people. 
We recognize in anti-Semitism[sic] a contradiction and an affront to the Gospel, a violation of 
our hope and calling, and we pledge this church to oppose the deadly working of such bigotry, 
both within our own circles and in the society around us. Finally, we pray for the continued 
blessing of the Blessed One upon the increasing cooperation and understanding between 
Lutheran Christians and the Jewish community.”i 

 
These words are important for us to hear and remember and commit to because today is Reformation 
Sunday—a day that all too often becomes a time to cheerlead ourselves for being so much better and so 
much more enlightened than the rest of God’s people. In fact, that tendency has led some to call for an 
abolition of this liturgical holiday all together.   
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The question becomes: why do we continue to celebrate this occasion?  
 
We believe that God was working through Luther, revealing more of God’s grace and will for humanity.  
 
We celebrate today because we believe that God acted, and that God continues to act.  
 
We remembered what happened in 1517, when some of Luther’s writings and words sparked the broad 
protestant reformation, but we are also looking forward. That is, after all, part of the reason why we use 
the color red to commemorate this day. 
 
Do you know what other Sundays we wear red? Can you remember? 
 
We also wear red on Pentecost. Pentecost, the day when we remember the God giving the Holy Spirit 
to the early church and inspiring those early believers to come out of hiding and spread the Gospel. We 
also wear red at ordinations and consecrations, the day when we ask the Spirit to bless those who 
commit themselves to the ministry of Word and Sacrament or Word and Service. 
 
So why red? What does the red represent?  
 
Red is the color we give the Holy Spirit. Red, to remind us of the tongues of fire that appeared over the 
heads of the early disciples. Red to help us remember the vibrancy of our faith, of the Holy Spirit’s 
action in our faith.  
 
Red to remind us that, although the Protestant Reformation happened nearly 1500 years after the day of 
Pentecost, the Holy Spirit was still working in the Church—and the Holy Spirit still is working in the 
church.  
 
The Holy Spirit is a constant in the Church. The Holy Spirit is a constant from the beginning of 
creation! When the earth was a formless void, nothing but chaos, the book of Genesis tells us that “a 
wind from God,” the breath of God, the Spirit, moved over the face of the waters.  
 
Jesus says today, “If you continue in my word, you are truly my disciples; and you will know the truth, 
and the truth will make you free.” 
 
“If you continue…” Continue. This word itself has the connotation of moving forward, doesn’t it? To 
continue means to keep going in the direction already begun. I mention this because sometimes we see 
this as more permanent; sometimes we hear these words and want to build something out of concrete 
and brick and refuse to move at all. But “continue” doesn’t mean never move, but rather move forward 
in the same vein.  
 
What I mean to say is that sometimes we get so tied to what has always been done that we forget to 
look forward. We lock ourselves into a box or back ourselves into a corner and forget that God has 
called us on a journey, not simply to a destination.  
 
If we are to continue in Christ’s work, we must constantly try to evaluate and discern what God’s will is 
for the world—what God’s will is for the world today. Through prayer and faithful interpretation of 
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scripture, we can try to read and hear what God is doing in our world and how God wants us to 
participate in it.  It might look slightly different than it did in the past, but the basics are the same. 
God’s greatest desire is to be reconciled with all of creation. God wants to be in relationship with us. 
God loves us, forgives us, offers us grace and longs for us to do the same for others.  
 
But the specifics might look different. The way we do worship might change. The way we engage our 
neighbors might change. The people we will be asked to welcome might be very different than in the 
past.  
 
The biggest question for us, then, is “Is this really what we want?” We say that we want to continue in 
Jesus’ word, but that might take us to a place that makes uncomfortable. It is easier to pour concrete 
over our feet and stay right where we are than to branch out. 
 
This isn’t a new phenomenon.  
 
The early churches were different than the synagogues they grew out of. They welcomed gentiles, which 
some people found offensive and contrary to God’s will. They worshipped God in a different way. The 
lived a radical way of life that made them seem strange. 
 
And then the church changed from the persecuted minority to the religion in power. The Church took 
on the pageantry of the empire. Some believed that the Church was tainted, ruined by its new 
association with wealth, power, and political status. Others were unhappy that the faith was becoming 
codified with the making of creeds and finalization of our Bible. People were upset because it left some 
believers outside of the “official” Church. 
 
The Church continued to grow and change until another great shift happened with Martin Luther. The 
mass went from Latin to German and people called it heresy. Luther gave the Bible to Germans in their 
own language, which some felt could be damaging to their very souls. Luther was separated from Rome 
and many believed that also meant he was separated from God.  
 
If we continue on through history, the Church is always changing, still changing. Our own nostalgia 
leads us back to the time when Sunday Schools were full, businesses were closed on Sundays and 
Christians were in charge! …isn’t that what we sometimes long for? I’m young and so don’t know much 
of this first hand, but sometimes I wish that pastors were still offered the free lunch or haircut I’ve 
heard so much about, or that maybe my collar could get me out of a ticket if I got pulled over.  
 
…but nostalgia is also dangerous. After all, if the church still looked the same as it did fifty years ago, I 
wouldn’t be up here. I wouldn’t be a pastor. I would be in some other career, fighting to ignore a calling 
God had given me.  
 
When we compare the church of the past to the church of the present, it is tempting to name one as 
“bad” and the other as “good.” This really isn’t helpful. There was good then and there is good now. 
There was bad then and there is bad now.  
 
What we have, then, is a simple recognition that the world changes. Culture changes. The church 
changes. But there’s one thing that doesn’t. In a reality full of change, the one constant is God.  
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We have a God of the living, not the dead—God’s Word always speaks to us today in our world and 
culture, not only those who came before us. So even if our society looks different, God will still speak. 
God’s word is living, breathing, moving through us and doing incredible things. 
 
We can look at the past and see a time when the Church was a power broker, when Christians 
monopolized the economy, politics, entertainment, etc. We can look at those times and be wistful for 
what was. But here’s something important to think about: Christianity almost always does its best work 
when it is working from the underside. Some of the greatest moments of our faith have happened when 
believers have been working against the dominant power and for the oppressed.  
 
The early church was a group of persecuted outsiders.  
 
Martin Luther was excommunicated and separated from the greatest religious power of the day.   
 
The faithful witnesses in the civil rights movement of the 1960’s came either from the marginalized 
African-American churches and the courageous individuals who represented them or from those white 
pastors and leaders who had to put their job security and physical safety to fight for the justice God 
promises.   
 
The church today is up to some pretty neat things, too. While the loudest voices in our culture seem 
focused on arguing and fighting over every little thing, God is working through individuals and 
organizations to get things done: people are fed, clothes are given out, strangers are given warm 
welcome, justice and freedom are proclaimed. 
 
So today, we celebrate. We don’t celebrate because things have changed—we celebrate because we 
know that God is always up to something. Change means that God is at work. 
 
Jesus’ words are a promise: “If you continue in my word, you are truly my disciples; and you will know 
the truth, and the truth will make you free.” 
 
If we continue in Christ’s word. Not continue in our aspirations of the past or attempts to do whatever 
is popular at the moment: both are dangerous pitfalls. If we continue in Christ’s word. The word of love. 
Forgiveness. Grace. Hope. Freedom. Life.  
 
This is God’s word for us. Then—and now.    
 
Amen. 
 
 

 
ihttps://download.elca.org/ELCA%20Resource%20Repository/Declaration_Of_The_ELCA_To_The_Jewish_Community.pdf?
_ga=2.34910113.108878019.1666880156-1725698628.1666713394. 


